
[AVR-5805CI] Advanced THX® Ultra2 Multi-Channel/Zone A/V 
Surround Receiver with XM and Audyssey enhancements  
 
The AVR-5805CI is the third edition of the world’s first receiver with 
10 built-in 170-watt amplifiers, providing up to 22 channels of 
surround sound. The AVR-5805CI has new radio and calibration 
options yielding even greater performance over its two predecessors 
enriching the home theater experience to a new pinnacle.  It also 
carries the new CI mark for the custom install applications. 

Audyssey MultEQ XT Pro calibration installer ready  
Audyssey MultEq Auto-Setup/Room EQ  
XM Radio Ready  
Ethernet Internet Radio  
Expanded HDMI Inputs  
DDSC-Digital surround circuitry  
Advanced AL24 Processing  
DENON LINK III, enabling high-speed, high-grade digital signal 
transmission  
THX® Ultra2 certified  
PlaysForSure Connectivity  
One of three world's first receivers to offer scaling for 480p 
DVD sources 

 COMPARE ITEM

[AVR-4806CI] Advanced THX® Ultra2 7.1 CH Reference A/V 
Surround Receiver  
 
The AVR-4806CI is the second edition of one of the world’s 
first premium A/V receivers to offer XM Satellite Radio functionality 
and the first to provide analog-to-HDMI video conversion to 
streamline video switching and to preserve maximum content quality 
for every source in your system. 

HDMI 1080p switching  
1080p Upscaling  
PlaysForSure Ethernet Connectivity  
DDSC-Digital surround circuitry  
Pure Direct mode and AL24 Processing Plus  
DENON LINK III, enabling high-speed, high-grade digital signal 
transmission  
THX® Ultra2 certified· Auto Set-Up/Room EQ  
XM Radio Ready  
Audyssey MultEq Auto-Setup/Room Eq  
One of two world's first receivers to offer scaling for 480p DVD 
sources 

 COMPARE ITEM

[AVR-4306] 7.1 CH Home Theater/MultiMedia A/V Receiver  
 
The AVR-4306 breaks new ground for Denon in the A/V receiver 
category.  Its heart and soul is all Denon for the Home Theater 
Enthusiast, but it is the first Denon A/V Recevier to feature a discrete 
iPod and USB player inputs.  The AVR-4306 also pushes the envelope 
of connectivity with an Ethernet port that provides for unprecedented 
convergence flexibilites.  Add to that XM Satellite Radio functionality 
and analog-to-HDMI video conversion, with video scaling to 
streamline video switching and to provide for maximum content 
quality for every source in your system. 

DDSC-Digital surround circuitry  
1080p HDMI switching  
Pure Direct mode and AL24 Processing Plus  
DENON LINK III, enabling high-speed, high-grade digital signal 
transmission  
Audyssey MultEq Auto-Setup/Room Eq  
Dedicated iPod ports for optional AKP-100 cable 

 COMPARE ITEM
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[AVR-3806] 7.1 CH Home Theater A/V Surround Receiver  
 
The new AVR-3806 continues to treat you to a powerful, pristine, 
enveloping lifelike sound. But, with a host of new technologies and 
convenience features, the AVR-3806 will most definitely make you sit 
up and take notice. 

120 watts x 7 channels  
1080p HDMI switching  
XM Radio Ready  
DENON LINK III Digital  
Multi-source/multi-zone capabilities  
Audyssey MultEQ Auto EQ Setup System 

 COMPARE ITEM

[AVR-2807] 7.1 CH Home Theater A/V Surround Receiver  
 
The new AVR-2807 adds many new features to the already acclaimed 
twenty eight hundred series receiver line.  This receiver will become 
the core of any high end A/V systems with expanded audio/video 
switching.  With a large power section, demanding speakers come 
alive with its drive capability.  Independent zone switching provides 
control of the surround room and a second zone at the same time. 

110 watts x 7 channels  
1080p HDMI switching  
XM Radio Ready  
Dedicated iPod port for optional ASD-1R D-dock  
Multi-source/multi-zone capabilities  
Audyssey MultEQ Auto EQ Setup System 

 COMPARE ITEM

[AVR-2307CI] 7.1 CH/5.1+2 CH Independent Zone Home 
Theater Receiver  
 
The AVR-2307CI has been designed with technical improvements to 
bring it to CI status, making it the choice of installers for applications 
in the mid priced HD home theater environment.  HDMI 1080p digital 
video circuits have been added to accommodate HD digital video 
sources such as cable and satellite set top boxes.  Video up 
conversion to HDMI as also been added so that Composite, S-Video 
and Component sources can be sent out the same HDMI connection to 
the HD monitor for ease of use.  Add to that auto calibration, 7 
DSP surround modes, and a litany of adjustments, and you will find 
this receiver to deliver top performance in our current fast paced hi 
tech home theater world. 

100 watts x 7 channels  
RS-232C system control  
12 volt assignable trigger outputs  
XM Radio Ready (Connect and Play antenna sold separately)  
Serial IR ports  
Dedicated iPod port for optional ASD-1R D-dock  
Auto setup and room EQ with included DM-S205 microphone 

 COMPARE ITEM

[AVR-1907] 7.1 CH/5.1+2 CH Independent Zone Home 
Theater Receiver  
 
The AVR-1907 incorporates many key features so that it will become 
the core to a powerful home audio system.  With the ease of 
connection and control features this receiver has to offer, it's easy for 
the installer or home owner to connect and setup this receiver for 
optimum performance.  The high performance capability of this 
receiver is fine tuned with the auto calibration feature, as it can 
compensate for various room acoustics.  An Analog Devices Melody 
100 32 bit DSP processor is at the heart of the decoding system 
providing stunning realization, making the listener feel like they were 
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there.  Additional multi-room capability gives further flexibility from 
this same system to another area of your home. 

85 watts x 7 channels  
3 assignable component video inputs  
Dual-room dual-source multi-zone output  
7.1 channel analog EXT input for HD discrete audio sources  
XM Radio ready (Connect and Play antenna sold separately)  
Discrete zone 2 pre-amp outputs  
Serial IR remote ports  
Dedicated iPod port for optional ASD-1R D-dock 

 COMPARE ITEM

[AVR-1707] 7.1 CH/5.1+2 CH Independent Zone Home 
Theater Receiver  
 
The AVR-1707 7.1 surround sound audio receiver faithfully reproduces 
signals from many popular sources like DVD players and set top boxes 
such as cable or satellite receivers.  Equipped with 7 channels of 
powerful amplification, the AVR-1707 provides peak performance 
even into demanding speaker conditions.  The dynamics this receiver 
can produce is truly stunning, which will keep you glued to your 
movies yielding ultimate enjoyment for hours at a time.  With 
features like Video Up Conversion, Audio Delay control and our new 
Simple Pre-programmed Remote, connection, setup and operation can 
be easily achieved. 

75 watts x 7 channels  
7.1 channel analog EXT input for a SACD, DVD-Audio, or 
discrete HD sources  
Auto setup with included microphone  
3 x 100MHz assignable Component video inputs   
XM Radio ready (Connect and Play antenna sold separately)  
Dedicated iPod port for use with optional ASD-1R Denon D-
dock (No OSD)  
Serial IR remote ports 

 COMPARE ITEM

[AVR-1507] 7.1 CH/5.1+2 CH Home Theater Receiver  
 
The AVR-1507 updated with some of the latest features and 
processing, allows Dolby Digital and DTS sources to standout from the 
crowd, resulting in an awesome home heater experience.  Armed with 
a bunch of convenience features like XM satellite radio ready, iPod 
connectivity and jacks for home video recorders, this receiver will 
pack a punch against any receiver in its class.  Carefully designed and 
built to high quality standards, the AVR-1507 will provide years of 
enjoyment. 

75 watts x 7 channels  
Analog Devices Melody 100 32 bit floating point DSP 
processing  
7.1 channel analog EXT input for HD audio sources  
3 Component video inputs  
24bit/192kHz A/D  
Dedicated iPod port for use with optional ASD-1R Denon D-
dock (No OSD)  
Variable low/high-pass crossover 

 

 
 

 

[AVR-987] 7.1 CH/5.1+2 Home Theater A/V Surround 
Receiver  
 
The new AVR-987 adds many new features to the already touted nine 
hundred series receiver line.  This receiver will become the center of 
any high end A/V system with expanded audio/video switching and 
integration capabilities for third party controllers.  With a high 
current power section, demanding speakers are driven to their 
potential, bringing out the true theater experience.  Independent two 
source two zone switching provides control of the surround room and 
a second zone at the same time. 
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110 watts x 7 channels  
HDMI 1.1 switching for 1080p video  
HDMI 24-bit/192-kHz 2ch and 24/96 7.1ch compatible  
32 Bit Floating Point Audio Processing  
RS-232C Port For Third Party Remote Controllers  
Multi-source/multi-zone capabilities  
Two 12 Volt Triggers  
Dedicated iPod port for optional ASD-1R D-dock 

 COMPARE ITEM

[AVR-887] 7.1 CH/5.1+2 CH Independent Zone Home Theater 
Receiver with HDMI I/O  
 
The new AVR-887 has been refined to include key features that 
today's mega home theater systems need to integrate various HD 
sources.  With the powerful 7 x 100 watts per channel amplifier 
section and up to date surround processing, the AVR-887 delivers 
exceptional audio/video performance in a mid priced surround 
receiver. 

XM Radio Ready (Connect and Play antenna sold separately)  
1080p compatible HDMI switching  
3 HDTV-ready assignable component video inputs (100 MHz)  
Video up conversion to HDMI  
Auto setup and room EQ with included DM-S205 microphone  
Audio delay for lip-sync with Progressive Scan DVD players  
Dedicated iPod port for optional ASD-1R D-dock 

 COMPARE ITEM

[AVR-787] 7.1 CH/5.1+2 CH Independent Zone Home Theater 
Receiver  
 
The AVR-787 provides robust features for a receiver in its price class.  
It offers ease of connection and control, yielding high 
quality performance for today's demanding surround sound 
requirements.  The auto setup makes it simple to calibrate the audio 
levels in a system even with a wide range of room acoustic variables.  
The Analog Devices Melody 100 32 bit DSP processor provides 
decoding with stunning realization, making the listener feel like they 
were there.  Add to that the multi-room capability, and you have a 
receiver that can handle many home install applications. 

85 watts x 7 channels  
Dual-room dual-source multi-zone output  
7.1 channel analog EXT input for HD discrete audio sources  
XM Radio ready (Connect and Play antenna sold separately)  
Audio delay for lip-sync adjust  
7.1-channel preamp output for system expansion  
Dedicated iPod port for optional ASD-1R D-dock 

 COMPARE ITEM

[AVR-687] 7.1 CH/5.1+2 CH Self Powered Independent Zone 
Home Theater Receiver  
 
The AVR-687 delivers lifelike surround sound audio playback from 
popular sources such as DVD players, set top boxes and gaming 
equipment. The high power amplifier section delivers enhanced 
performance giving dynamic sound presence from your audio video 
system.  This coupled with Video Up Conversion, Audio Delay control 
and our new Simple Pre-programmed Remote, offers ease of 
connection, adjustment and use with top performance at a reasonable 
price. 

75 watts x 7 channels  
3 x 100MHz assignable Component video inputs   
XM Radio ready (Connect and Play antenna sold separately)  
Dedicated iPod port for use with optional ASD-1R Denon D-
dock (No OSD)  
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Dual-room dual-source self powered multi-room capability  
7.1 channel analog EXT input for a SACD, DVD-Audio, or 
discrete HD sources 

 COMPARE ITEM

[AVR-587] 7.1 CH/5.1+2 CH Home Theater Receiver  
 
The AVR-587 surround sound receiver employs the latest features and 
processing allowing Dolby Digital and DTS sources to come alive, 
giving new meaning to the home theater experience.  With the ability 
of receiving satellite radio, plugging in iPods and connecting home 
video recorders, this receiver will become the heart of a very powerful 
A/V system at an entry level price.  Its careful design and build 
quality will provide years of enjoyment. 

75 watts x 7 channels  
Analog Devices Melody 100 32 bit floating point DSP 
processing  
7.1 channel analog EXT input for HD audio sources  
XM Radio Ready (Connect and Play antenna sold separately)  
Dedicated iPod port for use with optional ASD-1R Denon D-
dock (No OSD)  
2 optical and 2 coaxial digital inputs 
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